MY SISTERS A CHAMP
(Broodmare)

(Last bred to AMERICAN IDEAL (NY); on 5/13/2017)

BAY MARE. Foaled March 22, 2006. Tattoo No. 0DA81

Consigned by PREFERRED EQUINE MKT., INC., Agent, Briarcliff Manor, NY

MY SISTERS A CHAMP

OWNER'S STATEMENT

This multiple black type producer is from the great TOWN PRO, therefore is a sister to the great DARLINS DELIGHT and from the immediate family of DARLINTHEBEEACH, AMERIPAN GIGOLO, PRO BONO BEST, HIGHER AND HIGHER, etc. She is the dam of a pair of stakes performers and sells in foal to the outstanding AMERICAN IDEAL, sire of such standouts as 2017 star YOUAREMYCANDYGIRL, HE'S WATCHING, AMERICAN JEWEL, HESTON BLUE CHIP, etc. $10,000 stud fee paid and non-refundable and the resulting foal will be eligible for nomination to the NYSS. Her current three-year-old SO MUCH BETTOR sold for $77,000 as a yearling in Lexington, therefore the foal she is carrying should be a nice candidate for any "select" sales. Give her a look.

PRODUCTION RECORD


YOU ARE MY CANDY GIRL

www.preferredequine.com for updated past performances and pedigrees.